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For my sunflower of a mother, Jalanda
With your love and discipline, you make all things possible
I will cherish you forever
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Abstract
This paper sets out to detail the making of When I
Wake with specific attention being paid to the mental
processes of, the author, Summer Pierce throughout the
undertaking. The paper, much like the filmmaking process,
will discuss in succession the inspirations for the film,
pre-production formulations, production of the film, postproduction procedures, and analysis thereof.
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Introduction
For the longest time, film was an escape for me. The
most thrilling of ways to jump into and explore the
multitudinous mindsets, cultures, and problems within our
shared world. At any given moment I could find myself in
Paris or the Eastern Cape or Seoul, while still enjoying
the comfort of my little couch in the lover’s state.
Until fairly recently I did not understand that this
very action was the earliest manifestation of my true
desire—the deepest and most universal of desires: to find
one’s self. The desire to understand not only the external
mechanisms that keep the world ticking along, but my inner
workings as well; begging the question: “Who am I? And what
is my purpose?”
During the process of pursuing my Master’s degree,
I’ve found myself at a crossroads on many different
occasions. Faced with two options—either continue on the
current course or run for the hills. When I Wake provided
me the wherewithal to steady myself and find balance enough
to orchestrate my move forward.
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Inspiration and Story
The story for When I Wake all began with a sprinkle of
inspiration from one of the most popular orishas (deities
in Yoruba and Ifa religions): Oshun. Mother of all things
fluid, Oshun first spoke to me while watching the film Love
Jones. In it, the male lead, Darius Lovehall, recites a
poem to female lead, Nina Mosley, where he compares her to
Yemaya and Oshun.
My first-time watching Love Jones was surely when I
was an adolescent as it is one of the films that my mother
enjoyed so much she decided to add it to her DVD
collection. So, when I began to watch films to gather
inspiration for my thesis, Love Jones was one of those that
popped up and thankfully so seeing how the poem that Darius
showcases lit up my creativity box. Oh, Oshun!
Hearing this poem prompted my reinvestigation into the Ifa
religion centering around my newfound attraction to Oshun.
This dive into the spiritual world made me question the
many variables and influences present within life,
questions I wished to explore through film.
Oshun, in all of her motherly glory, stimulated the
desire within me to embrace my feminine nature thereby
begging me to take a look at all of my relationships with
other women. Looking back, I now realize that my
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infatuation with Oshun was driven not only by my curiosity
for the divine but also my desire to better understand
myself and my connection to all things feminine. It is only
natural that the divine feminine herself, Oshun, sparked in
me a story that resonated with and brought light to
relationships between females; most specifically, that
between mother and daughter.
The connection between mother and daughter is one
which lays out the foundation for the future to come with
mothers raising the daughters that soon become mothers to
daughters and so on and so forth. But, as I was beginning
the writing process for my thesis, I realized that I could
name very few films that focused on this important
relationship. Those I could name focused on Caucasian
families which confirmed for me the importance of what I
desired to make.
As I explored my relationship with my mother I
discovered a deep-seated fear, an unspoken fear that I’m
sure all people experience. The fear of losing her, my
mother—the woman that carried me within herself and
lovingly brought me into this world. It was a numbing fear,
one that I couldn’t shake no matter how much logic I threw
at it. So, I figured, if I couldn’t shake it, I had to make
peace with it the best way I knew how: write about it.
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Preproduction
A. Script
When I first began writing When I Wake, I had the
desire to branch out from my comfort zone. The main wish
being to discover whether or not my writing abilities could
stand up to the test of being faithful to and fully
developing more than two characters. I knew that I was able
to write small, contained pieces, but what I was uncertain
of was my ability to create films that were fuller and
longer.
The first iteration of When I Wake focused on four
siblings that were dealing with the loss of a mother; the
youngest sister driving the whole of the film. I enjoyed
developing and bringing to life the various characters but
early-on within the preproduction process, I realized that
having more characters was not all it was cracked up to be.
The five main characters I originally started with
were inevitably whittled down to the two most important:
Jay, the mother and She’, the daughter. The decision to cut
three characters was one influenced by the tightening of
the films budget, changing creative vision, and lessening
of expected collaborators.
While writing the script, I tried my best to focus on
the emotion that I wished to elicit throughout the film. I
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did this by “following the emotion.” This process involved
me throwing myself into the shoes of the characters: what
are they feeling, what are their desires, what are their
needs? In asking these questions I sought to most fully
develop both mother and daughter in hopes of enlivening
their inner worlds—their thoughts and emotions.
The emotion that stood out to me from the start was
that of fear. The fear that a child has when the person
they’ve looked to for protection and nurturing is no longer
physically present and the fear that parent has when
they’re forced to leave their child. How these fears
manifest themselves in our outward actions was what I
sought to focus on with When I Wake.

B. Casting
Casting has always been my least favorite part of the
filmmaking process. With When I Wake it was no different.
With only two characters and a five-page script, I did not
feel much of a rush to pick just anyone for the roles. I
decided to take my time and feel out the actresses,
focusing on the entire feel of the film. In hindsight,
things would have been a lot easier if I would’ve found a
casting director to help with the process but I believe the
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best individuals for the roles of She’ and Jay were found
using my alternative methods.
In order to find actresses for my film, I first went
to individuals that I believed had some know-how and
connections to actresses including Henry Griffin and other
professors in the film production department. I spoke with
my peers, most especially those who act and I also posted
my film on websites such as Backstage and social media
platforms. This method brought me a few individuals, one of
whom I decided to give the role of Jay to. As for the role
of She’, I looked to my peer circle as the character is of
the same age group as myself.
For the casting process, I mainly focused on the look
and feel that the women gave me when I brought them in to
read for the roles. Because I felt the film would speak
more through the edit, I did not focus too heavily on how
well they acted. That is not to say that I did not care
about their acting skills; rather, I trusted that I would
be able to work with anyone that was newer to acting or had
less experience with the belief that I would also have the
ability to cut everything together in the way that
amplified and supported whatever they were able to give me.
The last phase of the casting process came when I
brought the two actresses that I was interested in offering
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roles to together. I wished to bring the two of them around
one another in the hopes of sparking chemistry while also
seeing the totality of what it was that I would be working
with. Luckily, they quickly bonded and connected with one
another, making my role as director much easier.

C. Locations
From the beginning of the writing process, I knew that
keeping the amount of locations down would work to my
benefit. Because of this, I decided to contain the majority
of the scenes to within the home with the use of an
exterior location to bring a much livelier feel to
flashback scenes. The task of having to dress an entire
home or two to three rooms would surely be expensive so I
hoped to find a location that looked “lived in” but also
matched the style of my characters. As for the exterior
location, I hoped to find an area that was filled with
greenery at the least or wheat and lots of yellow at the
most in order to bring in more Oshun vibes to the visuals.
When I first began scouting for locations, my initial
thought was to look for places that were close to UNO’s
campus but also “cheap” in terms of how much I would be
expected to pay in order to use the facilities. To begin, I
started asking those I was close to if they were willing or
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knew anyone who would be willing to allow me to use their
home for filming.
This proved unfruitful as most of the individuals I
knew did not own their own homes. Next, I began looking
through Air B&B locations, many of which had a great deal
of potential but use of Air B&B locations would mean less
money going towards craft services, postproduction, and
film festivals. Trying my best to be smart with my money, I
decided to try my best to find alternative locations that
would allow me to use their homes without the exchange of
money.
Luckily enough, my classmate Laura Duval was able to
help me and found quite the location through connections
she had with undergraduate students. A film student
herself, the mother of the young lady was excited to have a
student film shooting at her home and we were able to use
the location for the weekend without having to pay. This
location, in Slidell, though a distance from campus
provided us with an environment that was already dressed as
well as a great, open backyard that we could use for the
exterior shots.
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D. Producing
The aspect of the producing process that deserves the
most focus is the fact that I did not have help producing
this film. At the start of the filmmaking process I desired
to find an individual that would help me bring this film to
life. That did not work out as I envisioned. I could blame
it on the fact that the Master’s program is so small, but
looking at it now I realize that one of the major reasons I
was unable to find a producer for my film was my own
entrenched trust issues stemming from experiences with
fellow graduate students while working on my second-year
film.
During the preproduction process for my second-year
film a fellow classmate came to me with the desire to
produce my film. To begin, I was hesitant but, overtime, I
slowly began to hand over my baby (my film) to my
classmate. Unfortunately, due to outside influences, that
classmate had to pull out from the producer role a short
time before we were set to shoot. This early experience
with “producers” made me highly skeptical of people and
their intentions which hindered my search for a producer.
Taking on the task of orchestrating the creation of a
short film as both a director and producer without the help
of another individual proved to be hard but it showed me my
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own weaknesses in terms of organization and planning. It is
through the acknowledgement of one’s own shortcomings that
we are most able to learn and grow. With that being said,
although it was challenging, I’ve learned a great deal
about the filmmaking process that I wouldn’t have learned
had I handed the producer job off to another individual.

E. Directing
Similar to my second-year film Evergreen, When I Wake
had a very small cast and crew. Having fewer people on set
had its pros and cons. One of the pros was fewer mouths to
feed with cons being that there was a very limited number
of hands which forced many folks to take on multiple roles,
myself included. Thankfully we made due and were able to
complete all of the tasks and necessary shots with the
small crew that we had.
Since my script was so short, I took that as an
opportunity to explore my creative side when it came to
directing and bringing the written word to life. As I’ve
done on earlier film shoots, I allowed the actresses to
explore their characters and encouraged them to start a
dialogue with me about the workings of the script. The more
comfortable they became in their roles, the more
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comfortable I felt as a director in producing the best
possible film.

F. Production Design
Being that my main concern, as far as production
design, was the feel of the home; procuring the Slidell
home for the shoot brought me great relief. The home itself
was filled with great décor and a lively appearance that
fit well with the visual I desired to present within When I
Wake. Because of this, the fact that I did not have someone
that was a Production Designer per se (I had a non-film
student along with a few undergraduate students working
with costumes and set decoration) was not as much of a
pressing issue for me going forward.
I decided to focus my attention on cinematography and
directing. Rather than trying to make the home into
something that it was not, I determined it would be better
to allow the raw homeliness of the space to shine through.

G. Cinematography
Going against the advice of the members of my
committee, I decided, after being unable to find a
cinematographer for my film, to also take on the role of
cinematographer. It was a scary undertaking, probably
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fairly stupid in hindsight, but one that forced me out of
my comfort zone.
Being the writer, director, producer, cinematographer,
and editor made the discussion of the film much easier but
also much more difficult. I found myself questioning my
desires, vision, and abilities which slowed down the
process a great deal. I knew what I wanted, but did I
really? Taking on so many different roles in the filmmaking
process forced me to trust myself and pushed me out of my
indecisive nature because somebody had to make the
decisions.
For inspiration I looked to my favorite
cinematographer: Bradford Young. Films that Young was
director of photography on such as Mother of George,
Pariah, Selma, and Middle of Nowhere along with Abbasi’s
Dayveon inspired me and my approach to the visual aspects
of the film.

H. Budget
Initially, the prospective budget for When I Wake was
$10,250 but, in the end, I had $2,000 coming from the Nims
Scholarship to use for the film along with money I’d saved.
The projected number was fairly generous, a great deal of
the budget going towards actors, craft services, and
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equipment rentals. In order to make everything more
feasible I decided to not pay my actors. This along with
the trimming of characters brought my budget down sizably.
I did not have to pay for locations or equipment rental
which allowed me to spend roughly $300 on food for the
weekend and $250 on set dressing and costumes. This left me
with around $1,300 for post-production and festivals after
reimbursing cast and crew for gas.
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Production
A. Shooting Day 1
The shooting schedule was initially broken down into
three consecutive days. The first day was to be used for
all outdoor scenes with the following days focusing on
those that took place inside. Unfortunately, a few days
before the scheduled shoot my main actress informed me that
she would not be available on Friday November 9th, 2018.
This along with rain pushed our shoot to only Saturday
November 10th and Sunday November 11th.

B. Shooting Day 2
The second day of shooting was the laxest as far as
the crew was concerned but the most stressful for the
director. The delirium started as we were all on the way to
location which was a 35 to 45-minute drive. About 25
minutes into the drive I receive notice that my main
actress was headed in the wrong direction, pushing back our
start time by thirty minutes.
Because I’d scheduled the first half day to focus on
the scenes with the main actress, we were unable to start
shooting until she arrived. Rather than sulk, I took the
opportunity to light for my scenes and eat breakfast. But,
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surprise surprise, Crafty (also caterer) did not have
breakfast ready.
Throughout the day, unsurprisingly, we had various
setbacks the biggest being with the Atomos monitor for the
Steadicam that forced me to think on my feet so that we
could get as much shot as possible.

C. Shooting Day 3
The third and final day, went a great deal smoother if
only because I had no time to think about anything that
wasn’t working. Anything that was not shot on Saturday
needed to be shot on Sunday— “either we get it now or not
at all!”
This day flew by as we all knuckled down. We only had
from 11am to 9pm to get all of the shots for the day along
with all exterior shots that we were unable to get on day
two. Throughout the day I found myself whittling away at my
shot list, focusing only on the shots necessary to the
unfolding of the story.
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Post-Production
A. Editing
Now, the fun part, if you see banging your head
against a brick wall as fun—no surprise: I do. The editing
process proved to be difficult as the style, though much
like what I’ve done before, necessitated that I do things a
bit differently.
With the lack of dialogue and such a short script, I
had a lot of material to work with and my biggest task was
deciding what to use and what to leave behind.
In order to best tell the story, I decided it would be best
for me to follow the script and be strict when it came to
cutting. One thing I did not want was a long and boring
film that left my audience drained.

B. Voiceovers
As far back as the initial spark of inspiration for
When I Wake, I knew that narration was to be a huge part of
the film. Even in the writing process, I found myself
focusing more so on this aspect of the film in relation to
others. When I began writing, I was certain I wanted the
voice of the mother to be heard throughout the film, almost
as a guiding light.
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The process of writing the narration was the most
difficult part of making the film for me because so much
weight was on it. I found myself frightened of dropping the
ball, unsure of where to take, what to say, how to say it.
The original voiceover that I wrote for Jay to speak was
good on paper but when translated to film it lost its
presence and vigor.
All in all, the reality was that by the time I
finished the first edit, When I Wake was headed in a much
different direction than I’d planned in my head and, in
order to be true to the film, changes had to be made. This
included completely nixing the original voiceover for the
mother, starting from scratch, and adding an additional
voiceover from She’.
Rewriting the narration was the most exciting and
horrifying experiences within the process of completing
this film being that I was making changes so close to the
end of the process. Being in the Sound Suite and actually
editing the material proved to thrilling and growth
inducing.

C. Screening Feedback
On April 3rd, 2019, I screened the working final cut in
one of Professor Hansen’s graduate screenwriting classes.
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The students in the class responded well to the film, with
the majority of the positive feedback being about the
pacing and cinematography of the piece. The majority of the
students spoke of the films ability to rouse in them
feelings of warmth and protection concerned with any loved
ones that may have passed away. There was speak of the
voiceover being too generalized which I likened to the
films minimalistic feel and accepted the fact that this
aspect of the film may make it a bit hard for some
individuals to connect with.
After the screening, I was sure to make the necessary
changes to the sound which prevented the screening audience
from seeing the film in its truest form. I did not make any
other changes to the film after the screening as I felt any
of the other suggested changes would make the film into to
something completely different from what I envisioned. I
accepted the feedback that stated “It made me remember to
call my mom,” as proof for the films ability to capture the
hearts of its audience. I also appreciated the feedback
that discussed how seeing She’s reaction to receiving the
sunflower made the ending of the film much clearer because
I was still trying to decide whether or not to cut to the
credits immediately after the shot of Jay holding up the
sunflower.
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All in all, the feedback I received from the screening
made me feel a great deal more secure about my film and its
ability to stand on its own two feet.
E. Festival Preparation
Following the wisdom of James Roe, I have allocated
$1,000 to be used for the entrance of When I Wake into
various festivals. Given the knowledge passed down from
professors James Roe and Angela Catalano on film festivals,
I intend to focus my festival entries on festivals that
focus on Black, Female, and Queer filmmakers.
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Analysis and Conclusion
The creation of When I Wake, from start to beginning
was one of the hardest processes I’ve ever been through. It
was a challenge, but in the end, I see how much I’ve grown
as a filmmaker and as a person. In analyzing the film, I
must say it became something much better than I thought I
had the ability to make it.
During preproduction, my strengths were discovering my
story. Where I fell short was in my inability to find
individuals that would be willing to work on my film that
had a substantial amount of experience.
As for production, my strengths were getting things
done. I completed shooting a film within the time allotted
and would say I’m proud of what I did. Just as with
preproduction, I struggled with getting out and finding
people to work with. While the individuals that worked with
me to create my vision were extremely hardworking and
dedicated, they were not as fully experienced as I needed
them to be. That coupled with the fact that I only had a
handful of individuals working with me made the whole
shooting process a bit more hectic than it needed to be.
This added burden pushed me to adapt and make necessary
changes but it’s something that could have been avoided had
I found the crew that I needed.
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I am pleased with the overall look and feel of the
film in terms of Cinematography and Editing. What I was
able to accomplish through editing and the use of voiceover
makes me happy with the outcome.
As for my choice of actresses, I am glad that I was
able to find both Aisha Barthelemy (Jay) and Jaszmine
Foucha (She’) and that they were willing and able to be a
part of the film. Their performances added a layer to the
film that I would never have been able to accomplish
without them.
As for post-production, like all other parts of the
production process, I wish I would’ve delegated the work
better. I found myself doing everything which hindered the
process and left me exhausted both mentally and physically.
Overall, this experience has brought a lot of growth to my
life. Growth to me as an individual and as a filmmaker. I
am not the person that stepped foot onto the UNO campus in
2016. I’ve changed and so has my outlook on film.
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